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Winter
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The Ice Habitat
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Getting High
& Speeding
on Snow

Harbin,
City of Many
Splendors

Wine Club
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A Chinese Consumer’s Guide to
Becoming a Certified Wine Geek (Part III)
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they actually know

on the wine list, if you can
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about wine: So, be prepared to prove yourself.

tell the server enough about
what you like in a wine or
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If you follow my advice,

the brand names and
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you have nothing to
fear.

varietals of wines you enjoy
at home, the server should

Step Three: Tast-

be able to recommend a

ing and drinking wine
needs to be done in a

wine that is right for you and
for the food you are
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very organized way so
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that you learn as much
as possible about each
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wine before you drink it,
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while you are drinking
it and after you drink it.
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First, tilt the glass of
wine in front of you
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against a white back-
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ground (like a white
placemat, tablecloth or



napkin) and see if the
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ordering.
Fred Tibitts Jr. is a global wine consultant
based in New York. He
assists some of the top
hotel and restaurant
chains in the U.S. and
Asia Pacific developing
their wine by the glass
programs, leading educational trips to wine
producing countries
and hosting VIP industry dinners at New York
and across Asia.

Finally, as you swallow
the wine, feel it leave your
mouth and go down your
throat: Does a pleasant “after taste” linger on your palate or is the taste gone as
quickly as you swallow? If
it lingers, this is a good sign:
If it is gone in an instant, like
you never drank it, this is not
a great wine. Continue
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wine is clear and in particular if the edge
of the wine around the inside of the glass

drinking your glass of wine until it is finished or you decide you just don't enjoy it
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(called the “rim” or “meniscus”) is also clear.

enough to continue. Then try another wine,
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If the rim is clear, this is a good sign that
the wine may be healthy. If it is not clear,

learning better each time what you like and
don't like from your last glass of wine.
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the wine is most likely past its prime.
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Next swirl the wine in the glass, so that
the bouquet or nose of the wine fills the glass

that you are well on your way to being
certified, you need to understand that with



and you may put your nose right into the

your new wealth of knowledge which posi-
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glass to smell the fruit (or lack of fruit). Don't
be concerned by putting your nose right in

tions you as a wine authority wherever you
go, you must be a good role model for
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the glass that your friends will think you are

those who choose to consume wine. Al-
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crazy. You are simply doing what is necessary to know the wine. So, if it smells good,

ways drink in moderation; as a cocktail
before a meal, as a compliment to your

I now continue with my suggestions

that is a good sign; if not, we have a definite

lunches and dinners or as part of happy

for all aspiring Chinese wine geeks. If you
successfully digested Steps One and Two

problem; because 100% of taste is smell
and if it smells bad, it will taste bad.

celebrations large and small. Know your
limits. A petite person cannot consume the

(October and November 2007 LifeStyle),

Now taste the wine: Roll the wine back

same as Yao Ming of the Houston Rockets.

you're ready for Step Three. Remember
you will be tested every time you are

and forth across your tongue and around
your mouth. If it tastes good, this is a very

Disrespect cannot be allowed to fall upon
The Honorable Order of Certified Chinese

among your socially aspiring and already

good sign; if not, either the bottle is bad in

Wine Geeks. And besides, I'll be watching!

“arrived” friends on your new found wine
knowledge that seems to surpass the little

some way or it is just not the right wine for
you. Even if you don't recognize the wines

Only The Shadow knows. Live from China,
To be continued…
Red Fred.
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Moderation is Always the Rule: Now

